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RUBIN ROYAL
Gender: Stallion
Birthdate: 1996
Height: 1.70m
Level:
Studbook: Anglo European Studbook
Colour: Chestnut
Breeder: Seifert, Harli
Stud fee:

Royal offspring in the Grand Prix

Breeding for the highest level you do with Rubin Royal OLD! The appealing Rohdiamant son competed at
Grand Prix-level, just like his full-brothers, and we also find his offspring at the highest level in dressage. This
to such an extent that in 2018 Rubin Royal was ranked for the second year running in third place in the
WBFSH-Rankings for best dressage producers in the world. In an alternative ranking, which looks also at the
number of offspring born, Rubin Royal is in the lead, ahead of a stallion such as De Niro.

 Rubin Royal is himself out of breeder Harli Seifert’s well-known German Rudilore dam line. Out of his
phenomenal dam Rumirell (s. Grundstein II) in combination with Rohdiament, Seifert bred six approved
stallions, three of which are competing at Grand Prix-level and one at international Small Tour-level. Rubin
Royal himself competed in the Big Tour with Hendrik Lochthowe. His most well-known full-brother is Glock’s
Romanov who, under Hans Peter Minderhoud, celebrated successes at the highest level.

In breeding Rubin Royal is genetically one of the most valuable sires. He passes on health, temperament,
rideability and blood to his offspring, in short: all the characteristics necessary for today’s sports horse. His
offspring attract attention due to their desire to work and they are remarkably easy to train. Not without
reason do we continuously find Rubin Royal-progeny at international competitions. Amongst others we find
Rubin al Asad (Lara Butler), Rubins Nite (Hayley Watson-Graves), Real Dancer FRH (Jan-Dirk Gießelmann),
Rubin Cortes OLD (Barbara Bertschinger),  Fohlenhof’s Rock’n Rose (Dorothee Schneider), Rosalie B (Laura
Tomlinson) and Indoctro v/d Steenblok (Fanny Verliefden).

As a result of the characteristics that Rubin Royal passes on, he is also represented by his offspring at
international -level in eventing (RF Demeter), in show jumping (Reve d’Amour) and four-in-hand carriage
driving (Rubinell CH). In total Rubin Royal produced more than 25 approved sons and is also known for being
the damsire of various successful horses. The most well-known is Lorenzo, fifth at the Olympic Games in Rio de
Janeiro with Severo Jesus Jurado Lopez. His dam Bologna is a daughter of Rubin Royal.

Frozen and delivery terms
Rubin Royal is only available via frozen semen. The fee is €400 per straw. The delivery of one straw to our
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insemination stations is free of charge. For delivery to other addresses the costs are €70 within the
Netherlands

 

 

 

More information: https://www.studutch.com/paarden/rubin-royal-old/


